1. La La La

2. Leting Yourself

3. Hanging

4. If Someone

5. Covering

6. You Are Lost

7. In Order

8. Physical paralysis

9. In your mouth

10. Despite the noises

11. Being alive

12. The stretcher

The voyage to Cythera has several stations
At each one I’ll present a medical situation
I’m not a real nurse and medicine is just an excuse
To combine together care and abuse
Look at the horizon - it is all clear
Now the unspeakable will appear

Letting yourself be consistently deceived
Will cause your mind to get lost
Sticking with the horrific truth
Relatively has no cost

Hanging between heaven and earth
You are the one who tortures yourself
You are the wound - you are the knife
Cannot smile - doomed to laugh

If someone tears your body apart
There is one thing you can always do
Split yourself into two personalities
And let the stronger one help you

Covering your wound
Might prevent an infection
But unwillingness to see it
Will cause internal devastation

You are lost in a wounded body and soul
Yearning to be safe and whole
Surrounded by those who seem to care
But are trapped in their own despair

In order not to remember
That the one who takes care of you
Is also the offender - Unconsciousness is required
To obtain that sort of relief
You need to unconditionally retire

Physical paralysis can be mentally caused
Especially by those who are
Supposed to love you the most
Yet there is an advantage to not having a safe home
There is nowhere for you to walk away from

In your mouth there’s a flexible muscle
Its movement can cause a lot of hassle
Sometimes it’s better to keep it still
It has an exceptional power to kill

Despite the noises in your ear
There are two voices you can clearly hear
One is playing the soundtrack of life
The other keeps saying death has arrived

Being alive can be minimised
To one mechanical action - Breathing in and out
No need for any other confirmation
Even if you ethically disagree
There’s something to learn from that
Your life can carry on
Although you are actually dead

The stretcher’s stripes will keep you tight
and limit your ability to fight
If you will not release the ties
You will be rescued till you die
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